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From Mechanized Semantics to Verified
Compilation: the Clight Semantics of CompCert

Sandrine Blazy[0000−0002−0189−0223]
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Abstract. CompCert is a formally verified compiler for C that is spec-
ified, programmed and proved correct with the Coq proof assistant.
CompCert was used in industry to compile critical embedded software.
Its correctness proof states that the compiler does not introduce bugs.
This semantic preservation property involves the formal semantics of the
source and target languages of the compiler.
Reasoning on C semantics to prove compiler correctness is challenging,
as C is a real language that was not designed with semantics in mind.
This paper presents the operational style that was designed for the C
semantics of CompCert in order to facilitate the mechanized reasoning
on terminating and diverging programs, and details the semantics of the
Clight source language of CompCert.

Keywords: operational semantics of programming languages · verified
compilation · machine-checked proofs

1 Introduction

Deductive verification provides very strong mathematical guarantees that a piece
of software is correct with respect to its specification, written in a logical lan-
guage to avoid ambiguities. A proof is conducted to provide these guarantees.
The outcome of deductive verification is a verified software, consisting of an
implementation and a proof that can be replayed or given to a certification au-
thority for scrutiny. This proof requires reasoning on properties related to the
involved programming language; they become mathematically precise as soon
as this language has formal semantics. Defining and reasoning on realistic lan-
guages requires mechanized semantics and machine-checked proofs, ensuring that
the proof is complete and that no semantic rule has been forgotten.

There are mainly two families of deductive proof tools (also known as program
provers), each with its pros and cons: automatic tools (such as Dafny [22], F* [30]
or Why3 [15]) where formulas (expressing pre- and post-conditions and invari-
ants) are discharged to logic solvers, and interactive proof assistants (e.g., Coq [17],
Isabelle [2] or Agda [1]) where the user decides how to reason and conducts the
proof interactively with the tool, that automates part of the reasoning, ensures
that the proof is complete and follows the laws of mathematical logic. Automatic
program provers are easier to use when the discharged formulas are proved with-
out requiring extra work (namely adding assertions to help the logic solvers).



However, when program provers fail to prove some formulas, interactive proof
assistants are better adapted to conduct more advanced proofs. A prototypical
example is a proof requiring reasoning on a data structure that is not used by
the software under scrutiny, but only defined for the sole purpose of the proof
(see for instance the proof of correctness of the famous majority algorithm [12]).

One of the first programs whose proof was mechanized in LCF is a rudi-
mentary compiler for arithmetic expressions [31]. In 1972, when this paper was
published, a compiler was a representative example of a particularly complex
program. The specification of a compiler is rather simple: the generated code
must behave as prescribed by the semantics of the source program. This correct-
ness property is a semantic preservation property from the source language to
the target language of the compiler. It becomes mathematically precise as soon
as these languages are defined by formal semantics.

Nowadays, the compiler remains a particularly complex piece of software (due
to the numerous optimizations it performs to generate efficient code). Moreover,
it is the mandatory point of passage in the software production chain. Verifying
the compiler provides a means of ensuring that no errors are introduced during
compilation, and of preserving at target level the guarantees obtained at source
level. The idea of having a single theorem demonstrated once and for all, along
with a readable proof, was already present in 1972, but it took several decades
for verified compilation to develop and scale up.

CompCert is the first optimizing compiler for the C language targeting differ-
ent assembly languages and used in safety-critical industries (to compile mission-
critical embedded software used in avionics and nuclear power), with a mech-
anized proof of correctness [23, 27, 19]. In industry, the interest for CompCert
arose from a need to improve the performances of the generated code, while
guaranteeing the traceability requirements required by the certification author-
ities in force in these critical fields, which CompCert has indeed provided.

Developing a verified compiler requires both programming the compiler using
the programming language of the proof assistant (so that it runs efficiently on real
programs), and defining a semantic model and abstractions to reason about, in
order to conduct the correctness proof. Mechanized reasoning on C-like languages
is tricky; it requires a semantic style that is adapted to inductive reasoning and
some associated reasoning principles. In CompCert, the chosen proof technique
is the use of simulation diagrams between program executions, which required
to define a new semantic model that is detailed in this paper. The semantic
model and proof technique scale to realistic languages like C. They are general
enough to be applied to all the intermediate languages of the compiler. The
proof technique was extended and successfully reused in order to ensure other
properties than CompCert correctness [5–7].

This paper is about mechanized operational semantics for compiler verifi-
cation and their application to the CompCert compiler, with a focus on the
Clight semantics, that significantly evolved since its first published version [9].
The Clight language is the preferred language to get guarantees from C pro-
grams and then compile them with CompCert (e.g., [18, 13, 11, 8, 21, 16, 33]).



This paper aims at providing the prerequisites needed to design new program
transformations or analyses operating over Clight.

All results presented in this paper have been mechanically verified using the
Coq proof assistant [25, 32, 3]. This paper is organized as follows. First, Sec-
tion 2 recalls the early days of compiler verification. Then, Section 3 introduces
a small-step semantics for terminating programs written using a toy imperative
language, together with the associated proof technique based on simulation di-
agrams. Section 4 extends this language and its semantics to observe diverging
program executions; it defines an alternate semantics that facilitates the mecha-
nized proofs. Section 5 defines the semantics of Clight. Related work is discussed
in Section 6, followed by conclusions.

Notations. For functions returning “option” types, bxc (read: “some x”) corre-
sponds to success with return value x, and ε (read: “none”) corresponds to failure.
In grammars and rules, a∗ denotes 0, 1 or several occurrences of syntactic cate-
gory a, and a? denotes an optional occurrence of syntactic category a. ε denotes
the empty list, [x] denotes a list made of a single element x and h :: t denotes the
list with head h and tail t. Th lisy l++l′ denotes the concatenation of two lists l
and l′. Given a binary relation R, R∗ denotes its reflexive transitive closure and
R+ its transitive closure.

2 Historical Example: a First Verified Compiler

The idea of verifying a compiler and stating a theorem for compiler correctness
dates back to 1967 [29]. The proof of this theorem was mechanized in 1972
using LCF [31]. This compiler translates in a single pass any simple arithmetic
expression a to a code p, namely a list of instructions of a simple stack machine
(see Fig. 1); this is the familiar translation to reverse Polish notation used by
old HP pocket calculators.

For instance, the expression 1+2 is compiled to the code iconst 1 :: iconst 2 ::
iplus :: ε. The stack contains numbers and the machine instructions pop their
arguments off the stack and push their results back. This machine is close to a
subset of the Java virtual machine. The machine code for an expression a ex-
ecutes in sequence, and deposits the value of a at the top of the stack π. An
instruction either pushes an integer, or pushes the current value of a variable,
or pops two integers then pushes their sum.

The source and target languages are defined in Fig. 1 by their semantics.
In [29], these are functions interpreting expressions or instructions. In this paper,
we rather use inference rules to abstract away the definitions of all our semantics.
The semantic judgments for evaluating expression a and executing code p are
respectively σ ` a ⇒ v and σ, π ` p → π′, where a semantic element, the store
σ is injected to assign integer values to variables, and the evaluation stack π
contains temporary integer values.

The correctness theorem of the compiler is Theorem 2: it states that for
any expression a, its value v computed by the semantics of the source language



Arithmetic expressions:
a ::= x | c | a + a source language (variable, integer constant, addition)

constant
σ ` c⇒ c

variable
σ ` x⇒ σ(x)

addition
σ ` a1 ⇒ v1 σ ` a2 ⇒ v2

σ ` a1 + a2 ⇒ v1 + v2

VM instructions:
i ::= ivarx | iconst c | iplus target language

empty stack
σ, ε ` c→ c

constant
σ, c :: π ` p→ π′

σ, π ` iconst c :: p→ π′

variable
σ, σ(x) :: π ` p→ π′

σ, π ` ivarx :: p→ π′

addition
σ, (m+ n) :: π ` p→ π′

σ, n :: m :: π ` iplus :: p→ π′

other
σ, π ` p→ π′

σ, π ` i :: p→ π′

Translation from arithmetic expressions to machine code (compile function):

x 7→ ivarx c 7→ iconst c
a1 7→ i1 a2 7→ i2

a1 + a2 7→ i1 ++i2 ++[iplus]

Theorem 1 (first correctness). ∀a σ π, σ ` a ⇒ v → σ, π ` compile(a)→ v :: π

Proof. By induction on the structure of arithmetic expressions.

Theorem 2 (compiler correct). ∀a σ, σ ` a ⇒ v → σ, ε ` compile(a)→ [v]

Proof. By theorem 1.

Fig. 1: Historical example: a first verified compiler.

is exactly the value returned by executing the compiled code compile(a). This
theorem is proved only once, for any expression given as input to the compiler.
The verification of this tiny compiler is now taught as an exercise in masters
courses (e.g., [25, 32]). It is an illustrative example of the need to generalize
a theorem, so that it can be proved by induction (here on expressions). This
explains why Theorem 1 is proved by induction on expressions and used to
prove Theorem 2, the main theorem for compiler correctness.

3 A First Semantics for a Toy Imperative Language

The previous section defines a big-step semantics for a rudimentary language
for arithmetic expressions. In this section, we first extend this language (into a
toy imperative language called IMP), and then introduce simulation diagrams,
a convenient proof technique for reasoning on IMP programs.



Boolean expressions:
b ::= true | false | a = a | a ≤ a |∼ b | b ∧ b source language

IMP commands:
c ::= skip | x := a | c; c skip, assignment, sequence
| if (b) c else c | while (b) c conditional, while loop

equality test
σ ` a1 ⇒ v1 σ ` a2 ⇒ v2

σ ` a1 + a2 ⇒ v1 + v2

negation
σ ` b ⇒ v

σ `∼ b ⇒∼ v

and
σ ` b1 ⇒ v1 σ ` b2 ⇒ v2

σ ` b1 + b2 ⇒ v1 + v2

assign
σ ` a ⇒ v

(x := a, σ)→ (skip, σ[x→ v])

if true
σ ` b ⇒ true

(if (b) c1 else c2, σ)→ (c1, σ)

if false
σ ` b ⇒ false

(if (b) c1 else c2, σ)→ (c2, σ)

sequence done
(skip; c, σ)→ (c, σ)

sequence
(c1, σ1)→ (c2, σ2)

(c1; c, σ1)→ (c2; c, σ2)

while done
σ ` b ⇒ false

(while (b) c, σ)→ (skip, σ)

while loop
σ ` b ⇒ true

(while (b) c, σ)→ (c; (while (b) c), σ)

Fig. 2: IMP operational semantics: big-step semantics for expressions, and small-
step semantics for commands.

3.1 Small-step Semantics

IMP is made of arithmetic expressions (reused from Section 2), boolean expres-
sions and commands (skip, assignment, sequence, conditional and loop). Boolean
expressions are used in conditionals and loops. IMP is defined in Fig. 2, where
the semantics of arithmetic expressions defined in Fig. 1 is reused.

Semantics observe the possible behaviors of programs and are defined using
an operational style, that is the preferred style for machine-checked reasoning
about semantics. Operational semantics consist of big-step semantics and small-
step semantics, and both styles are equivalent. Moreover, proving this equiva-
lence is a valuable way of getting confidence in the semantics and supporting
both styles may be interesting, as it offers the possibility of choosing the most
appropriate one for different needs.

Choosing a style may be a matter of taste. However, big-step semantics are
not adapted to define in a natural way some semantic features such as unstruc-
tured control, diverging and concurrent executions, whereas small-step semantics
are more suitable. Because of while loops (e.g., while (true) skip), the execution
of IMP programs may diverge, contrary to the evaluation of IMP expressions.



So, we rather choose small-step semantics to define IMP commands, and big-step
semantics to define IMP expressions.

The small-step semantics is a reduction semantics between semantic states.
A semantic state is a pair (c, σ) made of a command and a store. The semantics
takes the form of a relation (c, σ) → (c′, σ′), where a command c is reduced
into a command c′ in an execution step. The c′ command represents all the
remaining steps and σ′ is the store resulting from this computation step. The
execution of a sequence of commands c1; c2 first iterates the reduction of c1 until
the final reduction to skip. Then, c2 is reduced. The execution of a while loop
unfolds the loop when its body is executed at least once. So, this rule generates
a sequence of commands that will be further reduced.

The evaluation of expressions always terminates and the big-step seman-
tics of expressions observe these terminating behaviors. Contrary to big-step
semantics, small-step semantics observe in a similar and convenient way termi-
nating executions of commands together with diverging executions. The reflexive
transitive closure →∗ of this step relation is used to chain the finite transition
sequences. In a similar way, →∞ is used to chain infinite execution steps. Given
initial and final stores σi and σf , the termination of a command c is defined as
terminates(σi, c, σf ) , (c, σi)→∗ (skip, σf ): c terminates when it is reduced to a
skip command. Given an initial store σ, the diverging execution of a command c
is defined as diverges(σi, c) , (c, σi)→∞: all transition sequences starting from
σi are infinite.

Moreover, the semantics observe a third kind of behaviors, going wrong be-
haviors (or abnormal termination), that happen for instance because of a di-
vision by zero. Given a command c and a store σ, this behavior is defined as
goeswrong(σ, c) , ∃c′,∃σ′. (c, σ)→∗ (c′, σ′)∧ (c′, σ′) 9∧c′ 6= skip: after a finite
number of execution steps to (c′, σ′), this state cannot reduce (written 9) and
it is not a final state as c′ differs from the skip command. However, abnormal
termination is not preserved by verified compilation, as compiler optimizations
may remove instructions leading to going wrong behaviors [24].

3.2 Reasoning on Operational Semantics: Simulation Diagrams

From a proof point of view, with big-step semantics, the proof follows naturally
the structure of programs and is conveniently conducted by induction on deriva-
tions of big-step executions. With small-step semantics, the standard proof tech-
nique is to rely on simulation diagrams between semantic states and involving
invariants defining matching states. Proving a simulation requires reasoning by
case analysis on each possible step. An interesting property of simulations is that
they are compositional: they are chained together to describe complete program
executions. Thus, the proof of correctness of a compiler pass mainly amounts to
the proof of a simulation, and the tricky part often consists in finding the right
invariants to preserve.

The choice between a big-step and a small-step style simply on the basis of
the adequacy to describe semantic features sometimes comes at the expense of
the choice of the proof technique. As an example, choosing a small-step style to
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Fig. 3: Forward-simulation diagram with measure. Black lines are hypotheses,
red lines are conclusions.

represent in a convenient way diverging executions of IMP prevents the use of
standard simulations. Indeed, these simulations also represent the troublesome
situation where infinitely many consecutive steps in the source program are sim-
ulated by no step at all in the target program. Such situations denote incorrect
program transformations, since some diverging behaviors are simulated by some
terminating behaviors. In order to handle diverging execution steps and rule out
this infinite stuttering problem, a common solution is to strengthen the invari-
ant of the simulation with the definition of a well-founded measure (over the
states of the source language) that for instance strictly decreases in cases where
stuttering could occur.

An example of a simulation diagram is the forward simulation diagram shown
in Fig. 3 and expressed in the following theorem. Given a program P1 and its
transformed program P2, each transition step in P1 (from semantic state S1 to
semantic state S2) must correspond to transitions in P2 (from semantic state S ′1
to semantic state S ′2) and preserve as an invariant a relation ≈ between semantic
states of P1 and P2. The measurem(·) is defined over the states of P1 and strictly
decreases in cases where stuttering could occur. The diagram ensures that if the
source program diverges, it must perform infinitely many non-stuttering steps,
so the compiled code executes infinitely many transitions.

4 Continuation-based Small-step Semantics for IMP

Proving simulation diagrams is a general and convenient technique to reason on
small-step semantics. This section explains how the simulation diagram defined
in Section 3 can be used to reason on a toy imperative language extended with
statements. Semantics describe the dynamic of programs, in contrast to com-
piler passes, which are statically defined, for any source program. A simulation
relates the two, by expressing that target execution steps must correspond to
source execution steps. One issue with standard small-step semantics is that they
describe intermediate steps involving new commands that are subcommands of
the source program (e.g., the last rule of Fig. 2).

A consequence of this spontaneous generation of commands is that the rea-
soning required to prove a simulation becomes difficult and complicates the def-
inition of the anti-stuttering measure. This section first defines an alternative
small-step semantics for IMP that is better adapted to mechanized reasoning.
Then, it shows that it is equivalent to the first small-step semantics.



4.1 Semantic Rules

The solution adopted in CompCert is to define an original small-step style based
on continuations, where the new semantic states become triples, as the command
to be executed is explicitly decomposed into a sub-command c under focus, where
computation takes place, and a context k that describes the position of the sub-
command in the whole command; or, equivalently, a continuation that describes
the parts of the whole command that remain to execute once the sub-command
terminates. More precisely, the semantic states become of the shape (c, k, σ),
and the semantic judgment becomes (c, k, σ) (c′, k′, σ′). Continuations k are
of three kinds, defined in Fig. 4.

– The continuation stop means that nothing remains to be done once the sub-
command terminates. In other words, the sub-command under focus is the
whole command. This happens either at the beginning or at the end of a
program execution.

– A continuation c; k means that when the sub-command terminates, we will
then execute the command c, then continue as described by k.

– A continuation 	(b, c, k) means that when the sub-command c terminates,
we will then execute the loop while (b) c. When this loop terminates, we
will continue as described by k.

Dealing with continuations requires adding new semantic rules to define the
execution of commands. The evaluation of expressions remains unchanged. In
the end, there are three kinds of semantic rules (see Fig. 4):

– Computation rules evaluate arithmetic and boolean expressions, and modify
the triple accordingly. They are close to the rules of the previous semantics.

– Focusing rules describe how to replace the sub-command by a sub-sub-
command that must be executed first, enriching the continuation accord-
ingly.

– Resumption rules describe how to extract a continuation in order to execute
the next sub-command. More precisely, when the sub-command under focus
is skip, and therefore has terminated, resumption rules examine the head of
the continuation to find the next sub-command to focus on.

The semantics if IMP rules defines two focusing rules, one for sequences and
one for loops. Focusing on a sequence means executing its left part, while pushing
the right part to the current continuation. Focusing on a loop means executing its
body, while pushing the loop to the current context. The semantics also defines
two resumption rules. The resumption rule for a sequence is triggered when its
left part is reduced to the skip command; it then steps to the right part of the
sequence. The resumption rule for a loop steps to the next execution of the loop
body.

Thanks to continuations, semantic rules become genuine reduction rules. For
instance, an if command is now rewritten into a sub-command, namely one of
its branches. Moreover, as in the previous small-step semantics, termination and
divergence are defined using transition sequences. Initial semantic states are of



Continuations:
k ::= stop | c; k | 	(b, c, k) stop, sequence, while

assign (computation)
σ ` a ⇒ v

(x := a, k, σ) (skip, k, σ[x→ v])

sequence (focusing)
((c1; c2), k, σ) (c1, c2; k, σ)

if true (computation)
σ ` b ⇒ true

(if (b) c1 else c2, k, σ) (c1, k, σ)

if false (computation)
σ ` b ⇒ false

(if (b) c1 else c2, k, σ) (c2, k, σ)

while done (computation)
σ ` b ⇒ false

(while (b) c, k, σ) (skip, k, σ)

while loop (computation + focusing)
σ ` b ⇒ true

(while (b) c, k, σ) (c,	(b, c, k), σ)

skip sequence (resumption)
(skip, c; k, σ) (c, k, σ)

skip while (resumption)
(skip,	(b, c, k), σ) (while (b) c, k, σ)

Fig. 4: Continuation-based small-step semantics for IMP

the shape (c, stop, σi) and final states are of the shape (skip, stop, σf ). Given
initial and final stores σi and σf , the termination of a command c is defined as
kterminates(σi, c, σf ) , (c, stop, σi) ∗ (skip, stop, σf ). Given an initial store σi,
the diverging execution of c is defined as kdiverges(σi, c) , (c, stop, σi) ∞.

4.2 Equivalence between the Two small-step Semantics

The equivalence between the two small-step semantics states that they agree
on which commands terminate and which commands diverge. In other words, it
amounts to the two following properties.

Theorem 3 (Equivalence of terminating behaviors).
∀c, σi, σf . terminates(c, σi, σf )↔ kterminates(c, σi, σf ).

Theorem 4 (Equivalence of diverging behaviors).
∀c, σi. diverges(c, σi)↔ kdiverges(c, σi).

We use a simulation diagram to prove each theorem in a direction. More pre-
cisely, we only have to define the matching invariant ≈ between semantic states,
the anti-stuttering measure between source states. Conducting these proofs is
yet another opportunity to validate these semantics.

As an example, we show that every transition of the continuation semantics is
simulated by zero, one or several reduction steps. Given a semantic state (c, k, σ)
the measure is defined by a recursive function that counts the nesting of sequence
operators constructs in c. The invariant (c, k, σ) ≈ (c′, σ′) is defined in Fig. 5.



build stop
(stop, c) ↪→ c

build seq
(k1, (c; c1)) ↪→ c′

((c1; k1), c) ↪→ c′

build loop
(k1, (c; while (b) c)) ↪→ c′

(	(b1, c1, k1), c) ↪→ c′

matching invariant
(k, c) ↪→ c′

(c, k, σ) ≈ (c′, σ)

Fig. 5: Equivalence between the two semantics: matching invariant

The command c′ is computed from the command c following the ↪→ function,
that takes the sub-command c and the continuation k, and rebuilds the whole
command. This is achieved by inserting c to the left of the nested sequence
constructors described by k. For instance, the second rule builds a sequence of
commands from the left command of a sequence and the sequence continuations
related to it. The proof of the simulation proceeds by structural induction on
continuations.

5 Clight Semantics

Simulation-based proof techniques scale to realistic languages such as C and
continuation-based semantics are the privileged style to facilitate compiler cor-
rectness proofs, as shown by their use in the CompCert compiler. There are two
C-like languages in CompCert, CompCertC the source language of the compiler
and Clight, that is a choice language to reason on C programs. This section
introduces some background on CompCert generic semantics. Then, it defines
the Clight semantics.

5.1 Form IMP to CompCert

In order to model the execution of programs written in realistic languages such
as C, the semantic judgments introduced in Section 4.1 need to be extended
in three directions. First, C programs are composed of two kinds of functions,
depending whether they are defined in the program (internal) or not (external,
that are declared with a name and a signature). So, to ensure some guarantees
on external functions, the semantics observe traces of input/output operations
performed during execution. These traces belong to program behaviors. Second,
because of pointer arithmetic, variables need to be generalized to left values, and
the store becomes a memory model storing different kinds of values, with different
permissions to prevent memory overflows. Third, because of the presence of
global, local and temporary variables and functions, semantic states are more
involved. This section gives the background to understand these three extensions
that are explained in more detail in [9, 24, 26].



Instrumenting the semantics to collect traces of observables. Traces
of input/output operations (e.g., memory accesses to global volatile variables
used by hardware devices) are part of the observed behavior. The correctness
theorem is strengthened to show preservation of these observable effects (that
can not modify memory), and it becomes: if the source program terminates
(resp. diverges) and performs observable effects t, then the generated program
terminates (resp. diverges) and performs the same effects t, and has no other
behavior. Semantic judgments S → S ′ become S t−→ S ′, where the trace t is a
list of (possibly infinite) events. An execution step S ε−→S ′ means that no event
is triggered during this step.

Memory model. The memory model of CompCert is shared by all the lan-
guages of the compiler. It provides an abstract view of memory refined into a
concrete memory layout. The memory is a collection of disjoint blocks identified
by memory addresses, and with fixed lower and upper bounds. Blocks store val-
ues (i.e., byte-sized quantities) that can be either machine integers (stored on 32
and 64 bits), pointers, floating-point numbers, or undef. A pointer (or a memory
location) is a pair (`, δ) made of a block identifier and an integer offset within
that block. The special undef value is also used to denote arbitrary bit patterns,
such as the value of uninitialized variables.

Basic memory operations are load, store, alloc, and free operations. Among
the properties of memory operations are good variables properties, that ensure
memory safety (e.g., no out-of-bound array access) in terminating and diverging
executions of programs. Moreover, memory operations are preserved by generic
memory transformations called extensions and injections. They preserve the
properties of memory operations. Last, in the C semantics of CompCert, each
variable allocation creates a new block, and the number of blocks decreases dur-
ing compilation.

Semantics states. Three environments are used in the semantic judgments for
Clight, in addition to the memory store.

– A global environment G maps global variables to memory blocks, and func-
tion pointers to their definitions. It does not change during evaluation and
execution.

– A local environment σ maps local variables to pairs made of a memory block
and a type.

– A temporary environment σl maps local temporaries (namely a special class
of local variables that do not reside in memory and whose address cannot
be taken) to values.

Semantic states all carry a memory store M , mapping addresses to values,
and a continuation k materializing the call stack. These states are of three kinds:

– regular states S(f, c, k, σ, σl,M), that are execution points within an internal
function f at statement c,



Statements
c ::= skip empty statement

| aτ11 = aτ22 assignment to a left value
| id← aτ assignment to a temporary variable
| (aτ11 )? = aτ22 ((aτ )∗) function call
| (aτ11 )? = ef τ∗ext (a

τ )∗ builtin invocation
| c1; c2 sequence
| if (aτ ) c1 else c2 conditional
| switch (aτ ) ls multi-way test and branch
| loop (c1) c2 infinite loop
| break exit from the current loop
| continue next iteration of the current loop
| return aτ return from current function
| lbl : c labeled statement
| goto lbl jump to a label

Switch cases:
ls ::= ε | (lbl? : c) :: ls

Fig. 6: Clight syntax

– call states C(Fd, v∗, k,M), that are reached each time a function defined by
Fd is called; the state carries the parameters passing v∗ from the caller,

– return states R(v, k,M) from a caller to a callee, with resulting value v.

5.2 Clight Syntax

The syntax of Clight is defined in Fig. 6. Clight is a simplified version of the
CompCertC source language of CompCert, where expressions are pure, and as-
signments and function calls are commands instead of expressions. Clight ex-
pressions are annotated with their types and written aτ ; expressions are not
detailed in this paper as they are similar to those defined in [9]. A novelty in
expressions is the bitfield access mode for members of struct or unions.

Base statements are skip, assignments, function calls (with optional assign-
ment of the return value to a local variable) and builtin invocations, break,
continue and function return. Other statements describe the control flow: se-
quences, conditionals, loops, switch and goto statements.

An infinite loop written loop (c1) c2 executes c1 then c2 repeatedly. It is equiv-
alent to the C loop written for ( ; ; c1) c2. A continue in c1 branches to c2.
The three C loops are derived forms; a while loop while (e) c is defined as
loop ({if (e) skip else break}; c) skip, and a for loop for (c1; a2; c3) c4 is defined
as the sequence c1; loop (if (a2) skip else break; c3) c4. A switch statement con-
sists of an expression and a list of cases. A case is a labeled statement blblc : c
or the default case ε : c.

A program is composed of several definitions of functions, global variables
and struct and union types. A function definition Fd is either internal(f) or
external(ef, targs, tres, cconv). The definition of an internal function f is composed



of a signature, local variables and a body (namely a statement, called f.body).
The definition of an external function ef only declares its signature.

The signature of a function f is composed of a return type called f.return,
the types of parameters and information cconv related to calling conventions
(e.g., the possibility to return struct for functions, or the use of old-style unpro-
totyped functions). External functions model input/output operations; they in-
clude system calls and compiler built-in functions (e.g., volatile reads and stores,
memory allocation and deallocation, and copy of memory blocks). Function calls
and built-in invocations are annotated with their signature.

5.3 Clight Semantics

The semantics of Clight is defined by the following semantic judgments. The
terminating (resp. diverging) execution of a whole program is defined using the
relation →∗ (resp. →∞), as in Section 3.

– The big-step evaluation G, σ, σl,M ` aτ11 ⇐ (`, δ), b of an expression aτ11 in
left-value position results in a memory location (`, δ) that contains the value
of aτ11 and the bitfield designation b, that is the access mode for members of
structs or unions (either a plain field or a bitfield).

– The big-step evaluation G, σ, σl,M ` aτ ⇒ v of an expression aτ computes
its value v.

– The big-step evaluation G, σ, σl,M ` (aτ )∗ ⇒ v∗ of a list of expressions
computes a list of values.

– The small-step execution G ` S t−→S′ from a semantic state S steps to state
S′ and emits trace t.

The semantic rules for statements are defined in Fig. 7, Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.
The rules of Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 step within the currently-executing function and
do not trigger any external event, hence the empty trace ε in the rules. Fig. 7
defines the continuations for these statements and the semantics of assignments,
sequences of statements, loops, break and continue statements. The rule for if
statements is not shown as it is similar to the rule of Fig. 4.

As in Fig. 4, a continuation k consists of the remainder of a command c and a
control stack that describes the context in which k occurs. The stop and sequence
(;) continuations are defined as in Fig. 4. Two continuations are defined for loops:
�(c1, c2, k) means after c1 in loop (c1) c2, and ��(c1, c2, k) means after c2 in
this loop. A continuation↗(k) is defined to catch in k a break statement arising
out of a switch statement. To handle a call to a function f , we need a new form
 (x?, f, σ, σl, k) of continuation representing pending function calls in k, given
the local (resp. temporary) environment σ (resp. σl) of the calling function and
the optional identifier x where the result is stored.

An assignment aτ11 := aτ22 to a left-value aτ11 evaluates aτ22 to a memory
location (`, δ), and expression aτ11 to value v2, then casts v2 into v in order to
take into account the types of both expressions. The value v is stored at this
memory location, which may fail. Last, the memory M ′ is returned after storing



Continuations:
k ::= stop | c; k | �(c, c, k) | ��(c, c, k) stop, sequence, loops
| ↗(k) | (x?, f, σ, σl, k) switch, call

assign (computation)
G, σ, σl,M ` aτ11 ⇐ (`, δ), b G, σ, σl,M ` aτ22 ⇒ v2

semCast(v2, a
τ2
2 , aτ11 ,m) = bvc G ` τ1,m, (`, δ) : b, v,m′

G ` S(f, (aτ11 := aτ22 ), k, σ, σl,M)
ε−→S(f, skip, k, σ, σl,M

′)

set (computation)
G, σ, σl,M ` aτ ⇒ v

G ` S(f, (id← aτ ), k, σ, σl,M)
ε−→S(f, skip, k, σ, σl[id→ v],M)

sequence (focusing)
G ` S(f, (c1; c2), k, σ, σl,M)

ε−→S(f, c1, c2; k, σ, σl,M)

skip sequence (resumption)
G ` S(f, skip, c; k, σ, σl,M)

ε−→S(f, c, k, σ, σl,M)

continue sequence (resumption)
G ` S(f, continue, c; k, σ, σl,M)

ε−→S(f, continue, k, σ, σl,M)

break sequence (resumption)
G ` S(f, break, c; k, σ, σl,M)

ε−→S(f, break, k, σ, σl,M)

loop (computation + focusing)
G ` S(f, (loop (c1) c2), k, σ, σl,M)

ε−→S(f, c1,�(c1, c2, k), σ, σl,M)

skip or continue loop (resumption)
x ∈ {skip; continue}

G ` S(f, x,�(c1, c2, k), σ, σl,M)
ε−→S(f, c2,��(c1, c2, k), σ, σl,M)

break loop1 (resumption)
G ` S(f, break,�(c1, c2, k), σ, σl,M)

ε−→S(f, skip, k, σ, σl,M)

break loop2 (resumption)
G ` S(f, break,��(c1, c2, k), σ, σl,M)

ε−→S(f, skip, k, σ, σl,M)

skip loop (resumption)
G ` S(f, skip,��(c1, c2, k), σ, σl,M)

ε−→S(f, loop (c1) c2, k, σ, σl,M)

Fig. 7: Clight semantics for statements (first rules)

the value v in the datum of type τ stored at memory location (`, δ), and the



label (computation)
G ` S(f, (lbl : c), k, σ, σl,M)

ε−→S(f, c, k, σ, σl,M)

goto (computation + focusing)
findLabel(lbl, f.body, callCont(k)) = b(c′, k′)c

G ` S(f, (goto lbl), k, σ, σl,M)
ε−→S(f, c′, k′, σ, σl,M)

switch (computation + focusing)
G, σ, σl,M ` aτ ⇒ v semSwitchArg(v, τ) = blblc

G ` S(f, (switch (aτ ) sl), k, σ, σl,M)
ε−→S(f, seq(selectSwitch(lbl) = sl),↗(k), σ, σl,M)

skip break switch (resumption)
x ∈ {skip; break}

G ` S(f, x,↗(k), σ, σl,M)
ε−→S(f, skip, k, σ, σl,M)

continue switch (resumption)
G ` S(f, continue,↗(k), σ, σl,M)

ε−→S(f, continue, k, σ, σl,M)

Fig. 8: Clight semantics for goto and switch statements

statement is reduced to skip. An assignment id← aτ to a temporary variable id
evaluates aτ to a value v and updates the local environment accordingly.

The two rules for sequences are similar to the rules given in Fig. 4. The
execution of a continue statement in a loop body interrupts the current execution
of this loop body and triggers its next iteration. So, when a continue statement
is after c1 in a loop loop (c1) c2, then c2 is the next statement to execute and
the continuation is updated accordingly.

The execution of a break statement in a loop body terminates the execution of
the current loop body. So, the statements c1 and c2 of the loop body are popped
from the continuation stack. Moreover, when a continue or a break statement is
followed by a statement c, then c is not executed, hence it is popped from the
continuation stack. The resumption rule for loops steps to the execution of the
next execution of the loop body, when the continuation is a �� continuation.

Fig. 8 defines the semantics of labeled, goto and switch statements. The
execution of a labeled statement lbl : c steps to the execution of c. The execution
of a goto lbl statement in a function f first pops the continuation stack k until
a call or a stop, in order to remove from k its local context part. Then, from
this continuation callCont(k) representing the control flow from the last caller
of f , findLabel computes recursively (if any) the control flow in f from its entry
point until the statement labeled lbl. A new continuation k′ that extends k and
represents this control flow is then manufactured, and findLabel returns (if any)
the pair (c′, k′), where c′ is the leftmost sub-statement of c labeled lbl. The rule
thus steps to statement c′ and continuation k′, with no change in environments.



The execution of a statement switch (aτ ) sl first evaluates aτ into value v,
which is then casted into an unsigned integer when τ is an integer type (and
fails otherwise). The rule steps to the appropriate case of the switch, given the
value of the selector expression, and the corresponding statements are executed
(after being converted into a sequence of statements from a labeled statement).
In other words, the rules focus on a case switch and the continuation remembers
this control flow. This rule is general enough to model executions of unstructured
switch statements such as Duff’s device [14].

The execution of a break statement in a switch case terminates the execution
of this case. In other words, the execution of break (or a skip) statement in a
switch case steps to skip and updates the continuation into k. The execution of
a continue statement in a switch case updates the continuation into k as well,
while keeping the continue statement as the current statement.

The semantic rules involving call and return states are defined in Fig. 9. First,
the rule for a call to an internal function identified by a

τf
f evaluates a

τf
f into v

and each argument aτ of the function. The value v identifies the block where
the function definition Fd is stored in the global environment G, and funct(G, v)
returns this definition if any. The rule requires that the signature of the called
function matches the signature τf annotating the call, namely τf#sigOf(Fd).

The rule for a builtin invocation also evaluates the list of its arguments. A
builtin is an external function ef and the rule applies ef to arguments v∗: it
mainly checks that the builtin is known, that ef cannot modify the memory
state M , that v∗ are integers or floats and that they agree in number and types
with the function signature (see [24]).

The execution of a return statement frees in memory M all the blocks of the
current environment σ, and steps to a return state with the retuned value in any
(or undef otherwise), and updated continuation and memory state.

A step from a callstate with an internal function f steps to a regular state
to further execute the statements f.body of f . The semantics for allocation of
variables (hence the modified memory M ′) and binding of parameters is given
by functionEntry(f, v∗,M, σ, σl,M

′). Two semantics are supported, one where
parameters are local variables, reside in memory, and can have their address
taken, and the other where parameters are temporary variables and do not reside
in memory.

A step from a callstate with an external function ef steps directly to a return
state (to further return to its caller) after generating the appropriate event in
the trace t. Moreover, the rule applies ef to arguments v∗, to perform similar
checks to those performed by the rule for builtin invocation. Last, a step from
a return state either ends the program execution (when the call stack becomes
empty) or reaches the regular state of the caller that carries a skip statement
and the returned value v stored in the local environment.



function call
G, σ, σl,M ` a

τf
f ⇒ v G, σ, σl,M ` (aτ )∗ ⇒ v∗

funct(G, v) = bFdc τf#sigOf(Fd)

G ` S(f, id? = a
τf
f ((aτ )∗), k, σ, σl,M)

ε−→C(Fd, v∗, (id?, f, σ, σl, k),M)

builtin invocation
G, σ, σl,M ` (aτ )∗ ⇒ v∗ G ` ef(v∗),M

t−→ v,M ′

G ` S(f, id? = ef τ∗ext (a
τ )∗, k, σ, σl,M)

t−→S(f, skip, k, σ, σl{id? ← v},M)

return 1
semCast(v, τ, f.return,m) = bv′c freeAll(M,σ) = bM ′c

G ` S(f, return baτc, k, σ, σl,M)
ε−→R(v′, callCont(k),M ′)

return 0
freeAll(M,σ) = bM ′c

G ` S(f, return ε, k, σ, σl,M)
ε−→R(undef, callCont(k),M ′)

skip call
freeAll(M,σ) = bM ′c

G ` S(f, skip, k, σ, σl,M)
ε−→R(undef, k,M ′)

internal function
functionEntry(f, v∗,M, σ, σl,M

′)

G ` C(internal(f), v∗, k,M)
ε−→S(f, f.body, k, σ, σl,M

′)

external function
G ` ef(v∗),M

t−→ v,M ′

G ` C(external(ef, targs, tres, cconv), v∗, k,M)
t−→R(v, k,m′)

returnstate
G ` R(v, (id?, f, σ, σl, k),M)

ε−→S(f, skip, k, σ, σl{id? ← v},M)

Fig. 9: Clight semantics for functions

6 Related Work

The semantics of the Clight language were first mechanized using big-step seman-
tics [9] that were targeting a smaller language and only observing terminating
behaviors. Then, a co-inductive interpretation of big-step semantics for diverg-
ing behaviors was defined [28]. However, this approach did not scale to conduct
compiler correctness proofs of CompCert, contrary to the current continuation-
based small-step semantics. Indeed, the cost for extending the correctness proof
to diverging behaviors was relatively high (and Coq support for coinductive
proofs is temperamental). Compared to [9], the Clight language was extended
to model assignments of temporary variables, single infinite loops (instead of C
lops), labeled and general goto statements and switch statements.



Other mechanized semantics were defined for realistic languages such as Java,
the JVM [20] and JavaScript [10]. In [20], the authors define a big-step semantics
and a small-step semantics, which are proved equivalent. A correctness proof of
a two-stage compiler from Java to a virtual machine is proved correct using
the simulation proof technique. These semantics target a simpler compiler than
CompCert and only observe terminating behaviors and do not use continuations.

The idea of using continuations to facilitate some mechanized semantic rea-
soning first appeared in [4], where an axiomatic semantics (a.k.a. program logics)
was defined from an operational semantics. The considered language was Cminor,
a lower-level language than Clight, that is the target language of the CompCert
front-end. Thanks to continuations, the soundness proof of the axiomatic se-
mantics reuses the induction principles generated by Coq, thus avoiding to craft
error-prone induction principles. Continuation-based small-step semantics were
then used in the backend of the CompCert compiler [24].

7 Conclusion

This paper presented some operational styles for defining mechanized semantics
of programming languages, starting from a toy imperative language to the C lan-
guage. Exploration on toy languages is essential, but the results do not directly
scale to big languages. This paper details the Clight semantics of CompCert, a
reasonable proposal that works well in the context of compiler verification and
a choice language to reason on C programs.

The continuation-based small-step semantics style detailed in this paper is the
style chosen for all the languages of the CompCert compiler. It models terminat-
ing and diverging executions of programs and facilitates the semantic reasoning
using simulation proof techniques.

Mechanized semantics is a need shared by many verification efforts, not just
verified compilation. It is still a difficult task, especially for realistic programming
languages. Better tooling for defining and maintaining mechanized semantics for
realistic languages is needed.
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